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Lock & Key Sparkling Chardonnay Pinot Noir (200mL)
Produced using cool climate fruit primarily from the Tumbarumba region, this sparkling wine
has a citrus aroma and a clean, fresh palate.

Vibrant and fresh with tropical fruits and citrus leaving the wine refreshing and long on the
finish

Angove Organic Pinot Grigio VG,O
Delicate floral overtones with green apples, lemon rind and grapefruit.

This beer delivers a mix of tropical, grassy andherbaceous hop aromas. It’s light and crisp
on the palate.
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Showcases deliciously vibrant, ripe fruit characters and a zesty, crisp palate.
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A surge of rich black fruit through the aroma, with plenty of ripe tannin driving the palate.
VG - VEGAN , O- ORGANIC
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Light, crisp and clean flavours courtesy of quality hops, yeast, barley and water make this
lower carb beer a step ahead of the rest.
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CIDER
CIDER, AUSTRALIA
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SPIRITS
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AMRUT SINGLE MALT, INDIA 						
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Considered by Jim Murray to be the 3rd best whisky in the world as part of his 2010 Whisky
Bible, the Fusion is a phenomenal amalgam of flavours, aromas and texture.

Temple Bruer Pinot Noir VG,O
Light and bright - soft juicy strawberries, plump sour cherries and enough of that classic,
earthy aroma to keep things interesting.

Clonakilla Hilltops Shiraz
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A superb blended malt scotch whisky. Smooth, creamy, supple and very malty Scotch, works
well neat or over ice.

Groundswell Organic Shiraz VG,O

Raspberry and cherry notes make this lighter style of red wine ideal for enjoying with
delicately spiced foods.

Brewed to the authentic Italian recipe originating in Lombardia, Italy in the 19th century, a
fresh and crisp
taste, and is the perfect lager to quench a serious thirst.

MONKEY SHOULDER, SCOTLAND

RED WINES

Tomfoolery Young Blood Grenache
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PERONI NASTRO AZZURO, ITALY

Premium natural 100% Australian apple cider..

Clonkilla Sauvignon Blanc Semillon

A vibrant wine with dark plum, cherry and chocolate, followed by soft tannins and well
balanced oak
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PERONI LEGGERA, ITALY

A vibrant wine full of stone fruit, citrus and melon aromatic and flavours, with French oak
giving a rich creaminess to the palate.
With tropical aromas and a zesty citrus palate, this Canberra region wine is a perfect complement to spicy cuisine.

KINGFISHER, INDIA
BENTSPOKE, CANBERRA REGION

Groundswell Organic Chardonnay VG,O

Four Winds Riesling

Corona Extra is crisp and refreshing and is traditionally served with a slice of lime.
Light gold in colour with a clean and hoppy aroma, this Indian Lager.

WHITE WINES
Mondiale Sauvignon Blanc

CORONA, MEXICO

BOTTLE
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BACARDI CARTA BLANCE, PUERTO RICO
World’s most famous white rum.
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BOMBAY SAPPHIRE LONDON DRY GIN, UNITED KINGDOM
The incomparable taste of Bombay Sapphire is the result of ten carefully selected botanical
ingredients coupled with a unique distillation process.
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SMIRNOFF VODKA, RUSSIA
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This clean, 40% ABV vodka is a favourite across the globe.
			

